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FEB 16 – 20, 1998 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 886.2 361.3 452.4
— Main Board 818.3 339.8 425.8
— Second Board 67.9 21.5 26.6
KLCI (pts) 1266.22 585.35 728.06
SBI (pts) 646.35 161.86 194.77
3-mth Klibor 7.365 9.990 11.000
RM/US$ 2.4800 4.1900 3.7490

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Time Engineering 2.030 2.120 1.340 0.470 30.13 73.0
Johor Port 1.480 1.610 1.270 0.000 0.00 51.5
Time-W 0.750 0.760 0.490 0.170 29.31 49.8
Renong 1.740 1.870 1.600 -0.020 -1.14 43.6
RHB Capital 3.280 3.500 2.610 -0.220 -6.29 43.3

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Commerce-T 0.730 0.855 0.270 0.405 124.62 3.46
B Singer-T 0.620 0.620 0.300 0.260 72.22 1.27
Arus Murni 1.040 1.040 0.620 0.420 67.74 0.01
Arus-W 0.310 0.310 0.185 0.125 67.57 0.01
B Singer-C 1.300 1.300 0.835 0.465 55.69 0.02

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Actacorp-W 4.000 6.500 3.800 -2.950 -42.45 0.06
Nanyang-W 0.370 0.460 0.320 -0.110 -22.92 0.64
RHB-W 0.440 0.520 0.420 -0.110 -20.00 0.13
Brisdale 0.855 0.980 0.855 -0.195 -18.57 0.58
MCL 4.000 4.900 3.440 -0.900 -18.37 7.46
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ECONOMICS & STRATEGY
A respite from regional uncertainty as Indonesia suspends currency board plan

This week appears to be a respite from uncertainty as Indonesia has suspended its programme to implement
a currency. With the G-7 Nations adopting a no-intervention policy, regional currencies will become a focal
point for market direction. In the absence of very negative developments, we see the market continuing its
uptrend in the short term.

Banking development:  The consummation of the RHB-BoC bank merger as early as this week could be a
significant market catalyst, depending on the terms so far undisclosed. The cash-cum-share offer for Bank of
Commerce by RHB Capital revives merger talks that collapsed bitterly between the two groups a week ago.
The "improved" offer gives Commerce Asset-Holding a 20% equity participation in the enlarged banking
group under RHB Capital — with a cash offer available should it decide to give up banking for good. This
possibility cannot be discounted because the proposed offer of a 20% stake in RHB Capital is a minority role
that could easily be diluted in future.

The central bank recently simulated a worst-case scenario (based on undisclosed assumptions) for the bank-
ing industry and gave it positive assessment that, not unexpectedly, ruled out any crisis. Non-performing
loans, according to Bank Negara, would not be anywhere near the 30%-plus ratio last seen in banking shakeout
of the 1980s. Even if new measures are contemplated to rein in bad loans, we do not expect this to be damp-
ening to the market. On the contrary, we think this will be viewed positively as a move to enhance much-
needed banking prudency.

Vehicle sales for January nosedived: Vehicle sales plunged 64% in Jan 1998 with total only 12,182 units
sold vs 33,421 in Jan 1997. Against Dec 97 sales, Jan 98's statistics also declined sharply by 40%. Worst hit
are commercial vehicles, as sales dropped 76% to 1,583 units. Sales of passenger cars and 4WDs also con-
tracted by 62% (9,773 units) and 44% (826 units), respectively. Prospects for the motor industry remain poor,
with both austerity measures and higher financing cost dampening demand in the months ahead. By the
same token, we view the prospects for autopart makers to be equally depressing.

Daim speaks:  In an interview with the Far Eastern Economic Review, economic adviser Daim Zainuddin
admitted to many tycoons in financial casualties. More significantly, Daim looks set to prescribe bitter medi-
cine to this situation — the rich (foreigners and Chinese businessmen included) will be allowed the flexibil-
ity to take over troubled enterprises. Such a drastic action would seem to be compromising on some of the
ideals of the affirmative National Development Policy that political resentment within the ruling coalition
members can be expected. Daim, as executive director of newly-formed National Economic Action Council, is
known for no-nonsense dispensation of economic solutions; when he was Finance Minister, he also aban-
doned some of the tenets of pro-bumiputra policies to attract foreign investments that jump started the
economy. Although strong and cash-rich companies like Genting/Resorts World and YTL Corporation could
face some "shareholders' risks," we expect investors to view such developments as a denial of baliout for
troubled companies and tycoons.[David Yong 466-3929]
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CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
Mitrajaya Holdings — Corporate exercise approved

Corporate exercise is now approved: Mitrajaya Holdings Bhd, a medium-sized building and road con-
struction company, recently received the Securities Commission’s approval to undertake its much-delayed
corporate exercise. After several rounds of revisions, the approved scheme will involve the following:

■ a 4-for-5 bonus issue of 15.2m shares
■ a 1-for-1 rights issue at RM1.18 each, before bonus issue
■ a 5-year 10% RM80m bond issue with 25.4m detachable warrants
■ a 4-for-3 restricted offer for sale of 25.4m warrants to shareholders, before bonus and rights issues.

The 10% coupon and the warrants offer at a low 11 sen each will sweeten the bond issue. The warrants are
exercisable into ordinary shares at RM1.55 each. Post-restructuring, the group wants to be upgraded to the
Main Board. The corporate exercise will raise RM102.5m proceeds, which will be largely allocated for the
privatised Customs project i.e. RM75m. About RM10m will be used to refurbish its fleet of machinery, and
RM14.3m for working capital. Another RM3.1m will pay for expenses related to the corporate exercise.

Bond issue has been assigned a high rating: Early this month, the Rating Agency of Malaysia evaluated
its bond issue and assigned a A2 (bg) rating denoting “high safety of timely payment of interest and princi-
pal.” The high rating reflects its bank-guaranteed status, which enhances the credit risk profile of the debt
beyond that of the company’s stand-alone risk. The guarantee was provided by Malayan Banking (RM20m),
Commerce International Merchant Bankers (RM43.5m) and Bank Utama (RM10m).

High earnings projected for FY98 is misleading: The corporate exercise is attractive to shareholders so
long as earnings are sustainable at current levels. This, however, is far from conclusive. In its Dec 19, 1997
circular to shareholders, Mitrajaya released a two-year earnings projection for FY Dec 1997 and FY98.

YE Dec 31 Before Proposals After Proposals
(RM m) FY97e FY98f FY97e FY98f

Earnings 10.2 11.6 10.2 12.7
No of shares 19.0 19.0 34.2 44.3
EPS (sen) 53.4 61.2 29.7 28.7

Looking at our earnings model, we expect FY97’s earnings to be attainable based on projects completed in
that year. But earnings growth in FY98 appears to be augmented by a large amount of interest income from
the cash proceeds raised via the corporate exercise. We estimate interest income amounting to RM4.6m at
pre-tax level this year, based on the assumptions that proceeds are placed in fixed deposits at 8% interest per
annum. The group expects to receive the rights issue proceed in June 1998, while the bond proceeds of
RM67.2m are expected this month. Strangely, the group also assumed the conversion of 20% of the proposed
5.3m share options in June this year at RM1.55 per share, which will raise RM1.7m cash.

Privatisation of Customs Dept infrastructure: Originally valued at RM109m, this build-and-transfer
deal called for the development of two pieces of Customs land in Sungai Buloh and Brickfields into an office,
residential (staff quarters) and office complex for civil servants. In return, the concession company Konsortium
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Kasland Sdn Bhd will be given the rights to develop a 19.3-acre leasehold land in Kelana Jaya into upmarket
condominiums, retail and office complexes. This land has since been revalued from RM109m to RM70m in
May 1997. The cost of Customs Dept infrastructure is being scaled down to RM65-80m in view of economic
slowdown and government-led austerity measures as well as to match the purchase price. Mitrajaya owns
51% of Konsortium Kasland, while Lembaga Tabung Angkatan Tentera has a 30% stake in the concessionaire.

Operating cashflow can sustain financial obligations for the next two years: The group’s healthy
balance sheet reflects management’s conservative approach to business with little reliance on external fi-
nancing. Gearing is zero other than the RM70m bond issue. Based on FY96 shareholders’ funds of RM63.5m,
gearing post-bond issue would be manageable at 1.1x. According to RAM, the group’s net operating cashflow
can service its financial obligations of about RM7-8m in 1998. Because cash proceeds from its corporate
exercise will only be expended gradually over 2-3 years, it can derive interest income of RM5-10m per an-
num. But the crunch will come in post-2000 when it will have to spend RM65m to develop and complete the
Customs Dept project. Then, cashflow from its Kelana Jaya project will have to kick-in to meet its financial
obligations from the thrid year onwards. At this stage, the group has suspended its Kelana Jaya develop-
ment until the next property upcycle. The holding cost on the land, or the bond redemption, would likely be
met via land sale, under a worst-case scenario.

Earnings forecast: We estimate that Mitrajaya can achieve a 17% growth in earnings to RM10.4m in FY97
or EPS of 30.4 sen. But for FY98, we project earnings to fall 14.5% to RM8.9m or EPS of 20.1 sen, based on
the adjusted post-exercise share capital. At current market price of RM5.60 and ex-all price of RM2.42, PE
multiples would be 6.1x amd 9.2x, respectively. On that yardstick, we are not averse to investing in this
company. However, we are less than impressed by the quality of earnings going forward; as much as one-
third of projected earnings in FY98 is derived from interest income on its cash holdings, which will deplete
within three years on commencement of Customs Dept project. Of particular note, we expect EBITDA mar-
gin to fall from 12.3% in FY96 to 10.2% in FY97 and FY98. Pre-tax margin (excluding interest income) would
shrink from 9.6% in FY95 to 5.1% in FY97 and sub-4% in FY98.

To "penalise" its earnings quality, a fully diluted earnings scenario should put the company in a better
perpective; assuming all the warrants are exercised from June 98, the group will receive additional proceeds
of RM39.3m at conversion price of RM1.55 each. Assuming this is placed in interest-bearing deposits at 8%
per annum, this will augment earnings by some RM1.1m or 12.7% to RM10m. However, the 38.8% increase
in its capital base would be disastrous to earnings growth. EPS is expected to fall steeply to 16.3 sen in on
fully diluted basis — down by 46.4% from 30.4 sen in FY97.

Beyond FY98, we could not make a meaningful forecast due to the lack of construction jobs in hand other
than the RM55m Customs job. As a medium-sized construction house, Mitrajaya will certainly come up with
strong competition against established groups in the contracting market.

Conclusion: With only RM55m job to show in FY99 — to be recognised on percentage completion basis —
we are not comfortable with its immediate business prospects. Historically, it adopts income recognition
based on full completion basis which reflects the nature of its jobs which are small and short term in dura-
tion. We deem an entry cost below RM3.50 cum-all as an absolute safety net, from which point the generous
offer of 25.4m warrants could be in the money. A speculative buy below RM4.00 cum-all would, in our
opinion, adequately discount its earnings about 30% and bring valuation from 14.8x to about 11x. The risk of
unattractive diversification from its cash holdings is still present, while stock illiquidity is a major draw-
back, with as much as 80% of its present paid-up shares held by long term owners.[David Yong 466-3929]
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Mitrajaya Holdings — Financials

YE Dec 31 (RMm) 1995 1996 1997E 1998F

Turnover 136.6 250.4 284.9 230.4
Pre-tax profit 13.1 13.1 14.5 13.5
Taxation (3.9) (3.7) (4.1) (4.6)
Earnings 9.2 8.9 10.4 8.9
No of shares 34.2 34.2 34.2 44.3
EPS (sen) 26.8 26.0 30.4 20.1
PER @ RM2.42 ex-all (RM5.60 cum-all) 9.0x 9.3x 7.9x 9.2x

Scenario II (based on fully diluted earnings)
Basic earnings 8.9
add Net interest income from warrant proceeds @ 8%p.a. 1.1
Earnings — fully diluted 10.0
No of shares 61.5
PER @ RM2.42 14.8x


